
503230 CONVERPLUS 
ANTIOXIDANTE01/02/2000

Concentrated additive 
to be added to any 
MONTO range solvent 
based paint.  Provides 
very high antirust 
power.

DESCRIPTION PRODUCTOS PARA USO ESPECIFICO 

ADITIVOS                      

Applicable to recommended solvent based products for interior and exterior.
Applicable to synthetic, polyutherane and nitrocellulose enamels and varnishes.

Gives an outstanding antirust finish with no need for priming.  Substitutes chromates and red lead.

Toxic free. Sold at D.I.Y. Shops.

Ideal on fences, lamp posts, doors, and metallic beams or furniture made of iron or steel and in general 
any type of surface made of this metal.

No need for priming previously.
Gives an outstanding antirust power.
Miscible with any MONTO solvent based range product.
Very easy to be added.
Made of toxic free antirust pigments.
Permits product to which is going to be added maintain its filling properties.
Does not alter the surface penetration of product base.

Nature: Toxic-free antirust mixture with binders and solvents added.
Appearence: Creamy gel.
Colour: Cream.
Viscosity: Thixotropic product.
Density: (ATSM D-1475-90) 1.15+/- 0.05
Recommended dry film thickness :
     -30-50 micres per coat.
Recommended number of coats: 2-3, depending on quality results and the product to which is going to 
be added. Approximate performance per coat: Same as per product to which is going to be added.
Drying (20º C.  H.R. 60%) same as per product to which is going to be added.

Thinning: Do not dillute (Ready to use).
Tools:
     -Mix by using stick: Yes.
     - Mix by using agitator or shaker: Yes.
Repainting: Same as per product to which is going to be added.
Added to:  synthetic, polyurethane and nitrocellulose enamels and varnishes within MONTO product 
range.
Recommended proportions: 105 ml. of Converplus anticorrosivo (antirust converter)  per 750 ml of 
product to be added to.
Cleaning: Disolvente limpieza- 1406 (cleaning solvent) and Disolvente Universal-1405 (all purpose 
solvent).

Metal ( iron and steel).
Follow identical guidelines regarding cleaning, and application system  as per any antirust primer 
product. (Consult technical data sheet 1810 issued on 01/97).
Minimum and maximum time given between coats for product to be added to must be observed.
Minimum and maximum recommended layer thickness for product to be added to  must be observed.

Metal ( iron and steel).
Follow identical guidelines regarding cleaning, and application system  as per any antirust primer 
product. (Consult technical data sheet 1810 issued on 01/97).

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

-The degree of transparency diminishes when applied to varnishes.
-Gloss degree of base may slightly diminish with the addition of this product.
-This product should never be mixed up with CONVERPLUS AL AGUA (water based converter).
-After priming, guidelines under "application and application systems" sections of product to which this converter is going to be 
added,  should be followed.
-Excess or lack of recommended proportions of converplus or its mixtures, may affect the results and quality of final product, and 
our customers should test our products on their own responsability for suitability for the purpose envisaged.
-Never mix more than three different products within the Converplus range.
-This product should be added to CROMISERVICE SYSTEMS only after obtaining colour.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Minimum and maximum time given between coats for product to be added to must be observed.
Minimum and maximum recommended layer thickness for product to be added to  must be observed.

Converplus Antioxidante should be totally homogenized.
Product to which is going to be added to should be perfectly homogenized.
Pour into paint until obtaining a uniform product.
Recommended amounts must be observed.
Optimal results can be achieved with one single coat.

APPLICATION

OLD PAINTS IN 
GOOD CONDITION 
INT/EXT. IDEM PROD.

MONTO  A ADITIVAR
IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

IRON, STEEL 
INT/EXT

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

OTHER METALS 
INTE/EXT.

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

WOOD INT/EXT.
IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

PLASTER AND BY 
PRODUCTS INT/EXT

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

CEMENT AND BY 
PRODUCTS 
INT/EXT. IDEM PROD.

MONTO A ADITIVAR
IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:

PLASTIC INT/EXT.
IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR

IDEM PROD.
MONTO A ADITIVAR + 
CONVERPLUS TEXTURAD

Std:

Max:
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

-The viscosity, gloss and density properties may be slightly modified by the addition of this product.
-Product shelf life: 18 months maximum provided it is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures between 5º C 
and 35º C.
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